Report: Titans LB Fowler To Be Suspended

Report: Titans LB Fowler To Be Suspended. (Sports Network) - Tennessee Titans middle linebacker Ryan Fowler has been notified by the NFL that he faces suspension for being in violation of the league's... 

Article: http://www.khbu.com/sports/16554326/detail.html

OAKLAND: John Fowler Reports On Plans For Desalination Plant To Make Sea Water Drinkable

OAKLAND: John Fowler Reports On Plans For Desalination Plant To Make Sea Water Drinkable. ... Video: http://www.khbu.com/video/1998564/index.html

SAN FRANCISCO: John Fowler Reports On Broad Economic Impact Of Salmon Fishing Ban


STANFORD: John Fowler Reports On Revolutionary Platelet-Rich Plasma Treatment For Injured Tendons


OAKLAND: John Fowler Report On New Study About Importance Of Vitamin D To Brain


Royals Aim For Sweep Of Rockies At Kauffman

Royals and was born in Denver, where he shined at Fowler High School in both baseball and basketball. Aaron Cook starts for the Rockies and will try for his ML-best tying 11th win of the season... 

Article: http://www.khbu.com/sports/16706079/detail.html

Futures Game Rosters Announced

Brewers, Chris Getz from the White Sox, Cliff Pennington of Oakland and Chris Valaika from Cincinnati. The outfielders for Team USA will be Dexter Fowler of Colorado, Greg Golson from Philadelphia,... 

Article: http://www.khbu.com/sports/16720716/detail.html

Wide Open - Favorites, Unknowns & Amateurs In Position After Round 1 At Torrey Pines

Allenby, two-time U.S. Open champion Ernie Els and amateur Ricky Fowler are at 1-under. In fact, several amateurs turned in outstanding first-round scores: Kyle Stanley shot 1-over 72, Derek Fathauer carded...
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